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 In April 1809, the Creek Indians resolved an ongoing problem.  They gathered in the 

National Council, an institution that represented the numerous towns (italwa) and clans 

(extended families) of Creek country.  During this meeting, Creeks selected a headman named 

Tame King to fill a vacancy in the Upper Creek Speakership.  Creek country consisted of two 

regional blocs, namely the Upper Creeks and the Lower Creeks.  Each elected its own Speaker to 

voice regional interests (Figure 1).  The Upper Creek Speakership had become vacant after 

Singer, a headman of the Upper Creek town of Hickory Ground, was assassinated three years 

earlier.  Members of Cusseta, a town that belonged to the Lower Creek bloc, had killed Singer 

based upon the perception that he had conspired with U.S. Agent, Benjamin Hawkins, to 

undermine Creek interests.  There was truth to that perception.  In return for the relinquishment 

of Upper Creek debts with U.S. traders, Singer ceded Lower Creek lands to Agent Hawkins.  As 

the Upper Creek Speaker, he lacked the power to dispense with Lower Creek possessions and 

incurred the wrath of Lower Creek towns such as Cusseta.1 

 When Tame King assumed the Upper Creek Speakership in 1809, then, he charted a new 

course in Creek politics.  He attempted to impose a moratorium on land sales, he objected to 

                                                             
 1 For Tame King as Speaker, see Benjamin Hawkins to William Eustis, 10/10/1809, in Letters, 
Journals and Writings of Benjamin Hawkins, ed. C. L. Grant (Savannah, GA: Beehive Press, 1980), 

2:556, 557n1.  Hereafter cited as LBH, volume number, page number(s). 
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Agent Hawkins’ influence in Creek affairs, and he denounced Council headmen who appeared to 

side with the agent in privileging U.S. interests over those of the Creeks.  In short, Tame King 

sought to unite the Lower and Upper Creeks against U.S. expansion.  Since many Council 

headmen benefitted from a relationship with the United States, Tame King’s nativism sparked 

division in the National Council.  In 1813, the rivalry between Tame King and his Council 

opponents exploded into a civil war known as the Creek War.2 

 A subset of the War of 1812, the Creek War pitted Council leaders backed by Hawkins 

against Tame King and other militant “Redstick” Creeks.  Named after the red-colored sticks 

carried by Creek medicine men, the Redsticks championed Creek traditions and opposed 

American intrusion into Creek affairs.  In particular, they vilified the federal government’s 

policy initiative known as the “plan of civilization.”  Beginning in the 1790s, President George 

Washington and his Secretary of War, Henry Knox, introduced civilization policy to the southern 

Indians with the purpose of remaking indigenous people in the image of white Americans.  The 

federal government tasked Agent Hawkins with implementing this program among the southern 

Indians, including Creeks.  With tacit support from members of the National Council, Agent 

Hawkins encouraged Creek men to abandon hunting and take up plow agriculture.  Furthermore, 

he directed Creek women to move from the cornfield into the household, so that they could 

practice domestic tasks like their white counterparts in the Early Republic.3 

                                                             
 2 Joel W. Martin, Sacred Revolt: The Muskogees’ Struggle for a New World (Boston, MA: 

Beacon Press, 1991) remains the standard treatment of the origins of the Creek War.  On Tame King’s 

vision for Creek country, see Tame King (“Hoboheilthlee Micco”) to the “President,” 5/15/1811, Halfway 
House (“Chatteeck, chu, fau, lee[?]”), “Indian talk” enclosed in Letters received by the Office of the 

Secretary of War relating to Indian Affairs, 1800-1823 (Washington, DC: National Archives and Records 

Service, 1959), Roll 1 (1800-1816), National Archives Microfilm Publications, Microcopy No. 271, 

folder 1811, frames554-557.  Hereafter cited as LOSW, folder number, and frame number(s).   
 3 On the “plan of civilization,” see Martin, Sacred Revolt, 87-113; Claudio Saunt, A New Order of 

Things: Property, Power, and the Transformation of the Creek Indians, 1733-1816 (Cambridge: 
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 Hawkins enshrined civilization policy in treaties he negotiated on the behalf of the United 

States with the Creeks.  These nation-to-nation agreements provided Creek men and women with 

implements for husbandry and domestic work, including cattle, fences, plows, seed, and carding 

units.  Since civilization policy threatened to erode Creek sovereignty, Tame King and other 

Redstick leaders launched a movement of “revitalization.”  Rejecting the plan of civilization, 

Creek revitalization called for a return to traditional ways and encouraged Redstick warriors to 

attack American interlopers as well as Council headmen associated with federal interventionism.  

Council leaders receptive to Hawkins denounced Redstick militancy, however.  Among them 

was Big Warrior, a headman of the Upper Creek town of Tuckabatchee and the main Council 

leader during the Creek War.  He feared that American settlers would misinterpret Redstick 

hostility to mean that all Creeks desired war with the U.S.  If federal soldiers and militiamen 

invaded Creek country, he reasoned, they would engineer a land grab and jeopardize Creek 

independence.4 

 The scholarship has been unkind to Big Warrior and his ilk.  He and other headmen in the 

Council collaborated with Agent Hawkins to crush the Redsticks and protect the lives of 

American settlers from Redstick militants.  As a result, the Council has been seen as a co-opted 

institution that kowtowed to the federal government rather than uphold Creek sovereignty.  By 

                                                             
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 139-185, 213-229; Robbie Ethridge, Creek Country: The Creek 

Indians and Their World (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2003). 
 4 On revitalization among Creeks and, more generally, American Indians, see Martin, Sacred 

Revolt, 87-113; Martin, “Visions of Revitalization in the Eastern Woodlands: Can a Middle-Aged Theory 

Stretch to Embrace the First Cherokee Converts?,” in Reassessing Revitalization Movements, ed. Harkin, 
61-87; Martin, “Cultural Contact and Crises in the Early Republic: Native American Religious Renewal, 

Resistance, and Accommodation,” in Native Americans and the Early Republic, ed. Frederick E. Hoxie, 

Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1999), 226-258; and 

Michael E. Harkin, “Introduction: Revitalization as History and Theory,” in Reassessing Revitalization 
Movements: Perspectives from North America and the Pacific Islands, ed. Michael E. Harkin (Lincoln: 

University of Nebraska Press, 2004), xv-xxxvi. 
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contrast, the Redsticks and other indigenous proponents of revitalization are depicted as culture 

heroes who inspired their people to resist colonial powers.  Recent scholarship has begun to 

problematize this dichotomy, however, and uncover evidence that indicates that the Redsticks 

struggled to build a coherent movement that attracted and maintained support from Creeks.  

Some scholars retrieve the divisions that erupted within the Redstick camp, and that obstructed a 

unified course of action towards Agent Hawkins and the National Council.  Others have shown 

that networks of clan and kinship exercised an important check on Redstick leaders and further 

eroded the movement’s unity.  These scholars demonstrate that a deep tradition of political 

localism dogged Redstick leaders and derailed cooperation among Redstick adherents.5 

 While scholars argue that the endurance of localism in Creek society anchored the 

Redstick leadership, few ethnohistorians and anthropologists have examined the basis of power 

among Redsticks’ opponents in the Council.  To close this gap, this chapter tracks the role of 

clan and town actors upon headmen, warriors, and other Creeks allied with the Council.  It 

probes the underused speeches of Council headmen and highlights the actions of women and 

men who held no formal positions of power but who, nonetheless, influenced the Council’s 

leadership and popularity.  An examination of Council headmen at the top and Creeks on the 

ground demonstrates that this institution was consumed by the same established group identities, 

especially the town and the clan, that shaped the Redstick leadership.  While the agendas of 

                                                             
 5 On the National Council as a corrupt institution, see Saunt, New Order; and Nooe, “Common 

Justice.”  On reinterpretations of the Redsticks, Robert P. Collins, “‘A Packet from Canada’: Telling 

Conspiracy Stories on the 1813 Creek Frontier,” in Tohopeka: Rethinking the Creek War and the War of 
1812, ed. Kathryn E. Holland Braund (Tuscaloosa, AL: University of Alabama Press, 2012): 53-83, here 

66; Gregory A. Waselkov, A Conquering Spirit: Fort Mims and the Redstick War of 1813-1814 

(Tuscaloosa, AL: University of Alabama Press, 2006), especially 32-95; Gregory Evans Dowd, “Thinking 

Outside the Circle: Tecumseh’s 1811 Mission,” in Tohopeka, ed. Braund, 30-52; and Angela Pulley 
Hudson, Creek Paths and Federal Roads: Indians, Settlers, and Slaves and the Making of the American 

South (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2010), especially 91-144 
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Council headmen diverged from those of the Redsticks, the foundation of political power on both 

sides overlapped considerably.  Clanspeople and townspeople inspired, conditioned, and 

thwarted leaders in both camps, despite the enmity that existed between each side.  The era of the 

Creek War brought drastic change to the Creek Indians, but women and men addressed dire 

change by exercising some control within a world of towns and clans.    
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Figure 1.  Upper Creek Towns in the Early Nineteenth Century.  The Creek War of 1813-1814 pitted 
Redsticks against their perceived enemies, including the Creek National Council and U.S. Agent to the 

Southern Indians, Benjamin Hawkins (t. 1796-1816).  Most Redsticks lived in the Upper Creek towns 

nestled along the Tallapoosa, Coosa, and Alabama Rivers.  This area is in present-day east-central 
Alabama.  The Council was headquartered in Tuckabatchee along a bend in the Tallapoosa.  Shortly to 

the east along a branch of the Tallapoosa lay Halfway House, the town of famed Redstick leader, Tame 

King.  Hickory Ground, the Upper Creek town of Tame King’s predecessor, lay slightly north of where 

the Coosa River meets the Alabama.  The principle Lower Creek towns of Coweta and Cusseta were 
located about fifty miles east of Tuckabatchee along the Chattahoochee River, the boundary between 

present-day Georgia and Alabama. 

 
Source: Craig T. Sheldon, Jr., “Archaeology, Geography, and the Creek War in Alabama,” in Tohopeka, 

ed. Braund, 200-231, here 202 (figure 11.1). 
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 “our families, our Children”: Sovereignty, Land, and Clans 

 The Creek War stemmed from economic changes that disrupted Creek lives at the turn of 

the nineteenth century.  In 1796, the United States signed the Treaty of San Lorenzo with the 

Spanish Empire.  Also known as Pinckney’s Treaty, named after the lead U.S. diplomat, the 

agreement restricted Spanish land claims east of the Mississippi to the modern-day border of 

north Florida and prohibited the trading firm, Panton, Leslie and Company (PLC), from 

supplying goods to southern Indian populations, including the Creeks.  Located in Spanish 

Pensacola, the PLC sold weapons, clothing, jewelry, alcohol, and numerous other items in return 

for deerskins and other animal products acquired by male Creek hunters.  While San Lorenzo 

eroded Spanish influence and curtailed trade between the PLC and Creeks, it created new 

economic opportunities for American traders or “factors.”  Factors provided many of the same 

goods to Creek hunters as did the decommissioned PLC.  When Creeks came up short, however, 

traders provided goods on credit.  Soon, hunters and their families amassed crippling debts with 

U.S. factors.  By the early 1800s, federal officials had charged the Creek Nation for a collective 

debt totaling $113,512.  To extinguish this sum and maintain continued access to wares, Creeks 

signed two major treaties of land transfer with the United States, one of which resulted in the 

assassination of Singer.6 

 Trade dependence eroded Creek lands and led to impoverishment among ordinary 

Creeks.  A raft of droughts in the early 1800s only deepened Creek woes.  Contributing to this 

turmoil was the advent of class in Creek society.  While many reeled from hunger and 

                                                             
 6 William S. Coker and Thomas D. Watson, Indian Traders of the Southeastern Spanish 

Borderlands: Panton, Leslie & Company and John Forbes & Company, 1783-1847 (Pensacola, FL: 

University of West Florida Press, 1986) remains the standard work on Spanish-Indian interactions and the 

Southern deerskin trade in the Early Republic.  For debts, see p. 243.  See, too, David Andrew Nichols, 
Indian Trading Factories and the Negotiation of American Empire (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North 

Carolina Press, 2016). 
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powerlessness, a new cadre of Creek elites in the National Council accumulated newfound 

wealth through market engagement and property ownership.  For example, Big Warrior kept 

herds of livestock, owned African American slaves, and operated several roadside businesses in 

central Georgia.  Like Council headmen with similar properties, Big Warrior was rich.  

Reflecting on these changes before the Creek War, Tame King charged that Council leaders’ 

wealth forestalled solutions meant to restore the solvency, health, and power of all Creeks.7 

 Although wealth compromised his leadership among the Redstick Creeks, Big Warrior 

defended Creek lands from external threats, including American settlers and neighboring Indian 

groups.  In 1809, for example, the Cherokees ceded to the federal government land on which 

both Cherokees and Creeks hunted.  Since the Cherokees made a unilateral decision that ignored 

Creek input, Big Warrior was furious.  In May, he addressed a letter to the Cherokee Principal 

Chief, Path Killer, scolding the recipient for the Cherokees’ decision to illegally permit 

Americans to settle in “our Country.”  U.S. settlers and land speculators invading the ceded lands 

“disturb[ed] our young people,” namely Creek hunters, who “do not Like” being “mix’d with the 

white families.”  To prevent future scenarios in which one Native group ceded the lands of 

another, especially under pressure from federal authorities, Big Warrior proposed that the 

Cherokees and Creeks unite with two other major southern Indian groups, namely the Choctaws 

and Chickasaws.  Referring to these four peoples as “The four nations,” Big Warrior instructed 

Path Killer to resist subsequent American requests for land.  “[W]e all should be of one mind, 

and one sentiment,” he said, “and not to do, any thing contrary To that Talk.”  For Big Warrior, 

                                                             
 7 Saunt, New Order, 139-185, 213-229; Waselkov, Conquering Spirit, 72-74; Hudson, Creek 

Paths, 93-99. 
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the preservation of Creek land and sovereignty depended upon coordination among all southern 

Indians.8 

 After 1809, Big Warrior recruited allies from within and beyond Creek country to defend 

southern Indian lands.  In April of 1810, Agent Hawkins reported that Big Warrior and “his 

associates” as well as “some . . . Chiefs of the Upper Creeks” made “an other attempt . . . to unite 

the four nations under the Muscogee [Creek] confederacy.”  Although Hawkins suggested that 

Big Warrior sought to monopolize southern Indian politics and subordinate southern Indian 

interests to those of the Creek “confederacy,” Big Warrior was doing so to maintain a unified 

face against American encroachment.  Moreover, evidence indicates that the southern Indians 

entrusted the headman with Native interests and visited him regularly in Tuckabatchee.  In the 

summer of 1813, Cherokee headmen addressed a report to Return Meigs, U.S. Agent for the 

Cherokees, explaining that the “four different tribes of Indians generally had their friendly 

conferences” in Big Warrior’s town in recent years.  Path Killer exercised a key role in propping 

up Big Warrior’s influence among the southern Indians, as the Cherokee report to Agent Meigs 

was completed at “the request of Your Friend & Brother the PathKiller.”  Thus, by the early 

1810s, Tuckabatchee had emerged as a node for intertribal discussion among the Creeks, 

Cherokees, Choctaws, and Chickasaws.  Big Warrior and Path Killer worked together to keep 

this alliance afloat.9 

                                                             
 8 Big Warrior to “Path maker [Pathkiller], Chief of the Cherokee,” 5/1[?]/1809, Tuckabatchee, in 

LOSW, folder 1811, frame620-621 (quotes).  In shaky script, Big Warrior signed the talk with his 

signature, “BW.”  On Path Killer of Turkey Town, see Susan M. Abram, “Cherokees in the Creek War: A 
Band of Brothers,” in Tohopeka, ed. Braund, 122-145, here 123-124, 129. 

 9 For the 1810 report, see Hawkins to Eustis, 4/8/1810, in LBH, 2:562.  For the Cherokee talk to 

Agent Meigs, see “Kanchestaneskee,” “Wassasee,” “Richard Brown,” and “Bear Meat” at “the request of 

. . . PathKiller” to Return Meigs, 7/23/1813, “Creek Path,” p. 1, in MS2033 Penelope Johnson Allen, 
PA0214, Southeastern Native American Documents, 1730-1842, Digital Library of Georgia, 

<http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu>.  Hereafter cited as SNAD. 
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 Among his bid for intertribal leadership, Big Warrior looked to protect clans as much as 

land from U.S. expansion.  Linking kinship and land, he attempted to build an intertribal alliance 

to ensure that sufficient land would nourish Creek clans and those of the remaining southern 

Indian groups for many years to come.  As Big Warrior told Path Killer in his talk of May 1809, 

the southern Indians must preserve their domain “for our families, our Children.”  In his 

estimation the security and livelihood of southern Indian kin, especially the “Children” of the 

Native South, formed the bulwark for southern Indian sovereignty.  In using this language, Big 

Warrior upheld a future of Native land ownership rooted in the early nineteenth-century concerns 

of Creek children and their relatives.  More immediately, he shared with Path Killer his 

recognition that the legitimacy of southern Indian headmen depended upon the clan.  Although 

he acted as a leader of the southern Indians and asserted power beyond Creek country, Big 

Warrior understood that power and legitimacy rested on clanswomen and clansmen who 

approved or disapproved of a leader’s diplomacy with outside groups.10 

 Like other southern Indian populations, the Creeks were bound up in a web of kin 

relations.  All Creeks belonged to a matrilineal clan and reckoned descent through the mother’s 

line.  They inherited the mother’s clan affiliation at birth and maintained identification with the 

clan upon death.  Each clan was symbolized by a distinct totem that took the shape of Wind, 

Bear, Deer, Eagle, and other life forces.  The Creeks married outside of the clan, a practice 

known as exogamy, and viewed intraclan marriage as incestuous.  During marriage, the husband 

moved into his mother-in-law’s household but retained his own mother’s clan identity.  As a 

result, he played no role in the life of his children.  Rather, the wife and her siblings filled 

                                                             
 10 Big Warrior to “Path maker, Chief of the Cherokee,” 5/1[?]/1809, Tuckabatchee, in folder 

1811, LOSW, frame621 (“families”).  On kin and leadership in eighteenth-century Creek country, see 
Steven J. Peach, “The Failure of Political Centralization: Mad Dog, the Creek Indians, and the Politics of 

Claiming Power in the American Revolutionary Era,” Native South 11 (2018): 81-116, here 85-86. 
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parental roles.  The uncle reared his nephew, calling him “sister’s son,” and taught him the skills 

of warfare, diplomacy, and oratory.  For their part, the mother and her sisters raised the daughter, 

teaching her how to farm corn and wheat, tend livestock, and gather wild roots and berries.  

Deeply embedded in Creek society, matrilineal clanship guided leaders such as Big Warrior in 

the early years of the nineteenth century.11 

 For an alliance among the southern Indians to succeed, then, Big Warrior identified with 

his matrilineal clan and inserted his clan’s interests into the ongoing intertribal dialogue centered 

on land, sovereignty, and kin in this era.  Evidence suggests that he belonged to the Eagle clan.  

Years earlier, Agent Hawkins learned from members of the National Council that the mico (town 

leader) of Tuckabatchee belonged to “the Eagle family [clan].”  If Tuckabatchee political office 

remained within the Eagle clan and if Big Warrior ruled that town as its mico on the eve of the 

Creek War, he would have been an Eagle clansman.  Despite that unconfirmed variable, his clan 

membership shaped his diplomacy with other southern Indian leaders by demanding that he 

foreground clan needs, which included the preservation of Creek land.  Although Big Warrior 

has rarely been depicted as a headman who demonstrated sensitivity to Creek clan autonomy, his 

leadership depended upon currying favor with Creek kin.  By referring to “our families” in the 

1809 letter to Path Killer, he betrayed a healthy respect for the network of clans that cross-cut the 

towns of Creek country and, more broadly, the Native South.12 

                                                             
 11 On matrilineality in the Native South, see Charles Hudson, The Southeastern Indians 
(Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 1976); Michelle LeMaster, Brothers Born of One Mother: 

British-Native American Relations in the Colonial Southeast (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia 

Press, 2012); and Vernon James Knight, “Puzzles of Creek Social Organization in the Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth Centuries,” Ethnohistory 65:3 (July 2018): 373-389, especially 374-380.  

 12 Creek National Council to Agent Hawkins, 4/2/1802, Tuckabatchee, in LBH, 2:419 (“Eagle”); 

Big Warrior to Path Killer, 5/1[?]/1809, in folder 1811, LOSW, frame621 (“families”). 
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 Furthermore, his promotion of “our families” presents a more nuanced understanding of 

Big Warrior’s role in sparking the Creek War.  In early 1813, Agent Hawkins pressured the 

Council to punish the ringleaders of Creek war parties that had killed several American settlers 

in previous years.  Big Warrior responded by dispatching a police squad composed of 

experienced warriors to execute roughly eleven of the alleged ringleaders.  Traditionally, clans 

meted out capital punishment, not the Council.  They held the exclusive right to punish wayward 

kin and barred any non-kin from harming, let alone killing, kin.  While the Council force 

undermined clan traditions, however, a report from the Assistant Agent, Nimrod Doyell, to 

Agent Hawkins indicates that Big Warrior and his colleagues recruited assistance from the 

maternal relatives of at least two of the culprits, who belonged to the Upper Creek town of 

Okfuskee.  According to Doyell, “The [Council] chiefs sent two parties after” the Okfuskees in 

question, and “Their uncles went with the [Council] warriors and pointed them out.”13 

 By drafting maternal uncles to aid in the executions, Big Warrior sought to maintain his 

legitimacy among Creeks.  He acknowledged clan autonomy and the ongoing role played by 

maternal relatives in the punishment of kin.  In doing so, he performed a balancing act meant to 

exert control over Hawkins’ call for the execution of Creeks.  He understood that noncompliance 

with the Agent might result in the loss of U.S. trade goods and an invasion of Creek society by 

federal soldiers and militiamen from nearby Georgia and Tennessee.  To prevent these alarming 

possibilities, Big Warrior charted a course of peace with the United States by siding with the 

                                                             
 13 Assistant Agent Nimrod Doyell to Agent Hawkins, Creek Agency, 5/3/1813, in American State 
Papers: Class II, Indian Affairs, Volume 1, in Volume 4 of American State Papers. Documents, 

Legislative and Executive, of the Congress of the United States, from the First Session of the First to the 

Third Session of the Thirteenth Congress, Inclusive: Commencing March 3, 1789, and Ending March 3, 

1815, ed. Walter Lowrie and Matthew St. Clair Clarke (Washington, DC: Gales and Seaton, 1832): 844 
(“chiefs,” “uncles”).  Hereafter cited as ASPIA, volume 1, and page number(s).  The two Okfuskees were 

executed in the Upper Creek towns of Imookfau and “Kinhijee” (Kialijee). 
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Agent and approving the executions.  To do so, however, the Tuckabatchee headman enlisted the 

ringleaders’ kin to oversee the Council-backed killings.  Thus, Big Warrior both violated and 

clung to deep clan traditions, simultaneously heading off a major crisis with the United States 

and maintaining some commitment to Creek traditions. 

 Other evidence suggests that the National Council executions affected Big Warrior 

emotionally, which helps to explain why the Council consulted with the ringleaders’ maternal 

relatives.  Years earlier, in the summer of 1796, he and other Creek headmen joined federal 

commissioners at the treaty negotiations of Coleraine Station, Georgia.  During a private 

conversation with the commissioners, among them Agent Hawkins, Big Warrior explained that 

American soldiers had recently killed his brother who had been traveling to Coleraine Station 

bearing a message of peace addressed to President Washington.  After the killing, Hawkins’ 

predecessor had informed the headman that the “bones of his brother were buried.”  However, 

when Big Warrior arrived at the 1796 Coleraine negotiations, he learned that that “the bones 

were now [i.e., remained] unburied.”  A “frantic” Big Warrior “could not speak to the 

commissioners without tears, and therefore, chose to be silent.”  The commissioners promised 

that they “would have the bones of his brother buried with the honors of war, if he would 

consent.”  But “he was silent, took us by the hand, and went out; then said his heart was too full 

to speak.”  Americans had killed his brother and left the corpse to rot, prompting a teary-eyed 

Big Warrior to refuse communication with dishonest federal officials.  If he clung to this 

memory on the eve of the Creek War, it guided his decision to work with the uncles of the 

ringleaders slated for death by Agent Hawkins and the Council in 1813.14 

                                                             
 14 Minutes of Coleraine treaty conference, 6/10/1796, in ASPIA 1:595 (all quotes).  Big Warrior’s 
late brother was David Cornells, a war leader of Tuckabatchee, who was gunned down by Georgia 

militiamen in the summer of 1793 while carrying the peace talk; see, for instance, James Seagrove to Mad 
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 The foregoing discussion of Big Warrior’s political leadership and his experiences with 

federal agents recovers the limited choices that Creek headmen such as himself faced in the early 

nineteenth century.  Like Singer of Hickory Ground, Big Warrior of Tuckabatchee caved to 

Hawkins’ interventionism because to sidestep U.S. interests spelled the end of U.S. trade goods 

and U.S.-Creek peace.  Bowing to the Agent, in 1813 Big Warrior and other Council headmen 

drastically expanded the criminal jurisdiction of the National Council by substituting the nation 

for the clan as the mechanism for punishing Creeks who had killed American settlers.  The 

expansion of the United States fueled the centralization of the Council and narrowed the options 

available to Big Warrior for conflict-resolution with Hawkins.  Even so, Big Warrior refused to 

surrender full control over Creek affairs to Hawkins.  While clans’ role in crime and punishment 

diminished considerably under Big Warrior, he and the Council deliberately involved the 

maternal uncles of at least two of the ringleaders in the executions of 1813.  To a degree, then, he 

negotiated Hawkins’ interventionism with a nod to the endurance of clan and kinship among 

Creeks.15 

 The persistence of clans as a social bedrock of Creek society ensured that Big Warrior 

exercised leadership and power in a way comparable to the Redsticks, especially Tame King.  

Like Big Warrior, Tame King broadcast his alignment with Creek clans and sought to protect 

Creek kin from the distinct threat posed by Americans.  A message sent to President James 

Madison by Tame King in May of 1811, two years before the Council executions, illustrates that 

Redstick leader’s affinity for Creek kin ties.  Speaking for his Upper Creeks constituents, he 

decried the construction of a federal post path through Creek country.  Known as the Federal 

                                                             
Dog, 7/29/1793, in ASPIA 1:403; Mad Dog, “Captain,” and “Otasee King” to Seagrove, 7/19/1793, in 
ASPIA 1:407; and Kokomoor, “Idea of Coexistence,” 823. 

 15 On the National Council’s warrior police force, see Ethridge, Creek Country, 233-234. 
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Road, this project had been authorized by a controversial treaty with Agent Hawkins in 1805.  

Tame King had not been among the treaty’s handful of signers and, like many other Creeks, he 

objected to it.  As the Road neared completion in 1811, he reminded President Madison of his 

intransigence to the project.  “[Y]ou ask for a path and I say no.”  “[M]y chiefs and warriors … 

tell [me] I must not allow it and must say no.”  Referring to these Creeks as relatives, he told 

Madison that “I have a large family of people in the Country and cannot govern all so as to 

preserve a good understanding” between Creeks and America.  Tame King’s relatives demanded 

an immediate halt to the Federal Road and expected the headman to convince the president to 

take appropriate action.16 

 Tame King framed his talk to President Madison in the familial nomenclature of Creek 

politics.  A Creek headman like him derived legitimacy from maternal relatives or, as he put it, 

“a large family of people” who looked to him for honest leadership during an era of turmoil with 

the United States.  As a result, his address to the U.S president bore the imprint of clan interests, 

as it explained that his “large family” in Creek society included a number of “chiefs and 

warriors.”  He could not ignore their concerns, and he tried to make the president aware of that.  

In addition, Tame King invoked “a large family of people” in a metaphorical sense.  While 

matrilineal kinship reckoning determined biological kin and set maternal relatives apart from 

non-maternal relatives, Creeks routinely fastened ties of “fictive” kinship with people beyond the 

clan.  To transform persons into fictive kin, Creek headmen traded gifts, addressed one another 

in kinship terminology, and bore titles signaling kin connections with one another.  These rituals 

of kin-based cooperation advanced national unity and encouraged clans to guide one another.  

                                                             
 16 Tame King (“Hoboheilthlee Micco”) to the “President,” 5/15/1811, Halfway House 

(“Chatteeck, chu, fau, lee[?]”), “Indian talk” enclosed in LOSW, folder 1811, frame554.  Less than two 
years earlier, Tame King first contacted the newly-inaugurated president; see Hawkins to William Eustis, 

10/10/1809, Creek Agency, LBH, 2:556, 557n1. 
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Following a deep tradition of kinship politics, then, Tame King referred to most, if not all, 

Creeks as “a large family of people in the Country.”17 

 Both Tame King and Big Warrior defended Creek lands to buttress Creek sovereignty, 

independence, and well-being in the early nineteenth century.  The language, tone, and 

arguments of their communiqués addressed to U.S. and other indigenous authorities reflected the 

concerns of matrilineal clans.  Big Warrior called upon his Cherokee neighbors to partner across 

tribal lines in the attempt to safeguard Native southerners’ lands, upon which all clanspeople in 

the region depended for crops, water, and animal skins.  This clan-inflected leadership persisted 

during the Creek War when he worked through the maternal relatives of warriors targeted for 

execution by the National Council.  Tame King opposed those executions and emerged as a 

Redstick leader in the first half of 1813.  He issued a cry for Big Warrior’s removal and deemed 

the leader a co-conspirator of Agent Hawkins.  Like his Tuckabatchee foe, however, Tame King 

found strength in Creek clans.  He hoped that fictive kin across Creek country might safeguard 

Creek lands by disrupting completion of the Federal Road. 

 

 “[t]he women hid the canoes”: Protecting Kin 

 Just as clans tethered Big Warrior and Tame King, so clans inspired women to exert 

influence over Creek country, especially during the Creek War.  Unprecedented civil strife, the 

rapid expansion of the U.S. Republic, and the possibility of warfare with American settlers 

jeopardized the safety and health of clanspeople.  To adapt to these pressures, Creek women 

affiliated with the National Council pursued peace with the United States and assisted Council 

leaders by undermining Redstick mobility, tactics, and power.  On the other hand, Redstick 

                                                             
 17 Tame King to President Madison, 5/15/1811, “Indian talk” enclosed in LOSW, folder 1811, 

frame554.  On methods of fictive kin formation, see LeMaster, Brothers Born of One Mother, 2-15. 
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women supported male kin who adopted a militant stance towards Americans as well as Council 

headmen such as Big Warrior.  Although these agendas clashed and fueled internal conflict, 

Redstick women and those who assisted the Council attempted to protect kin at all costs. 

 During the Creek War, women acted upon centuries of tradition that empowered them as 

clan leaders.  As mothers, they bore children and expanded the matrilineal clan.  As farmers, 

moreover, they grew corn and other grains; nourished their relatives with agricultural produce; 

and participated in the Green Corn Ceremony, an annual celebration of the town’s corn crop in 

the late summer.  Women were part-time diplomats, too.  Since sustained contact with colonial 

powers in the seventeenth century, Creek women attended European-Indian councils, prepared 

food for male emissaries, and communicated their intent to forge stable relations with the 

newcomers.  The Creek War amplified Creek women’s power and prompted them to leverage 

these traditions in the service of loved ones.  Whether they were Redsticks or friendly to the 

Council, women devised measures to safeguard kin.18 

 Creek women who aligned with the National Council sought to persuade U.S. authorities 

of Creeks’ preference for peace.  To that end, women thwarted the Redsticks’ attempt to kill 

white Americans in early April of 1813.  At that time, the Council police force was hot on the 

                                                             
 18 On the impact of women and gender on the Native South in the colonial and early Republic 

eras, see Kathryn E. Holland Braund’s foundational “Guardians of Tradition and Handmaidens to 

Change: Women’s Roles in Creek Economic and Social Life during the Eighteenth Century,” American 
Indian Quarterly 14:3 (Summer 1990): 239-258; LeMaster, Brothers Born of One Mother, 15-50; 

Malinda Maynor Lowery, “Kinship and Capitalism in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations,” in The 

Native South: New Histories and Enduring Legacies, edited by Tim Alan Garrison and Greg O’Brien 
(Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2017): 200-219; and Juliana Barr, Peace Came in the Form 

of a Woman: Indians and Spaniards in the Texas Borderlands (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North 

Carolina Press, 2007), 1-14.  LeMaster writes that women “may have contributed to behind-the-scenes 
decision making” that cast men’s diplomatic messages in a more peaceful light, and that “emphasized 

women’s roles as mothers and always concerned matters of peace” (35).  Likewise, Barr argues that the 

“presence of [Native] women” was a major way to “signal peaceful intentions” with Europeans in 

colonial Texas and to shape “economic and political relations” with the newcomers (1).  See, too, 
Hudson, Southeastern Indians, 264-269, and John R. Swanton, Creek Religion and Medicine (1928; repr., 

Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2000), 528, 597-598, 614. 
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trail of Redstick warriors who had recently attacked American settlements along the Ohio River.  

The Council force soon caught word that among those Redsticks, “one of the murderers, and his 

brother” were holed up in Hoithlewaulee, an Upper Creek town nestled on the central Tallapoosa 

River in present-day Alabama (Figure 1).  After arriving in the town, the executioners killed one 

of the brothers.  Assistant Agent Doyell learned from the Hoithlewaulee mico (town leader) that 

the surviving brother “got his gun and set out the morning after, to kill white people” in 

retaliation.  Creek women intervened, however, as Doyell wrote that “[t]he women hid the 

canoes,” thereby obstructing the Redstick man’s get-away.  Whether the Hoithlewaulee women 

demonstrated overt support for the National Council by assisting its police force is uncertain.  

Still, their decision to hide the canoes, a major vehicle of transportation in early-nineteenth 

century Creek country, reflects a concerted attempt to undermine the Redstick movement by 

limiting the mobility of its warriors.  More broadly, the women of Hoithlewaulee asserted their 

influence in Creek affairs to help reduce the chance of open war with the United States.19 

 In the following months, Hoithlewaulee became a center of conflict between the 

Redsticks, on one hand, and Creek women who advanced ties with the National Council and 

federal officials, on the other hand.  By the late summer and early fall of 1813, the Redsticks had 

been cut off from U.S. trade goods.  Reeling from hunger as well as displacement from their 

towns, hundreds of Redsticks flocked to Hoithlewaulee and established several camps within its 

vicinity on both sides of the Tallapoosa River.  For the remainder of the Creek War, these 

                                                             
 19 Doyell to Hawkins, Creek Agency, 5/3[?]/1813, ASPIA 1:843 (quotes).  Micco Hutkeo of 

Hoithlewaulee reported this intelligence to Doyell.  Apparently, the second brother was eventually 
executed (see p. 844).  The exact wording of this passage is as follows: The party sent to Hoithlewaulee 

“found one of the murderers, and his brother, who defended themselves, and made battle until they [one 

brother?] were killed; the other made his escape. As there were but two guilty in the town, brothers, and 

one killed helping his brother, the warriors were told by the king, the debt was satisfied. The one who 
thus escaped could speak English pretty well. This fellow got his gun and set out the morning after, to kill 

white people.”  The attack on Hoithlewaulee appears to have happened on April 17, 1813. 
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refugee camps became a staging ground for Redstick attacks on American settlements and U.S. 

military forces.  As the Redsticks descended on Hoithlewaulee, townswomen there continued to 

showcase Creeks’ desire for peace.  On the evening of August 4, 1813, for instance, Big Warrior 

apprised Agent Hawkins of a report that “a red woman of Hoithlewaulee” had shared with the 

National Council.  According to Big Warrior, she had come “straight from that town” to provide 

crucial information on Redstick military strength.  She also alerted the Council chiefs that some 

Redsticks had recently arrived in Hoithlewaulee bearing “two white men’s scalps.”20 

 Although she failed to share her motivation for informing on the Redsticks, a careful 

reading of the evidence suggests that she spied on the Redstick camps at Hoithlewaulee to 

preserve an alliance based upon kinship between her clan and the United States.  She was 

married to a white U.S. trader named “Hardy Read [i.e., Reed].”  Like other Indian countrymen, 

Reed joined his wife’s clan upon marriage and was expected to provide affordable prices on 

durable trade goods to his affinal kin.  Journal entries from Agent Hawkins show that Reed had 

supplied Upper Creek towns like Hoithlewaulee with manufactured wares since at least 1797.  

As a result, she entrusted him with presenting her message to the Council.  Bound by marriage to 

Reed, then, the Hoithlewaulee woman sought to ensure her husband’s safety to maintain her 

clan’s access to U.S. wares.  Intermarried traders such as Reed were singled out by the Redsticks 

as interlopers who amplified Creek dependence on trade goods and whose presence in Creek 

society demanded excision.21 

 Reed’s wife, however, merely followed an ancient pattern of European-Indian 

intermarriage that originated in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.  Like other 

                                                             
 20 Big Warrior to Agent Hawkins, with James Durouzeaux interpreting, 8/4/1813, “William 

McIntosh’s,” 9 P.M., ASPIA, 1:851 (quotes). 
 21 Big Warrior to Agent Hawkins, 8/4/1813, in ASPIA, 1:851 (“Hardy”); Hawkins’ journal, 

2/2/1797, in LBH, 1:41, and Hawkins to Edward Price, 2/10/1797, in LBH, 1:67. 
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southern Indian women who married white traders, she incorporated an outsider into her clan, 

thereby buttressing her role as a provider for her male and female maternal relatives.  During the 

Creek War, the Redsticks threatened to unravel these kinship connections that linked Creek 

women like her to the outside world and the trade goods emanating from it.  To reinforce ties 

based on trade and intermarriage, then, the “red woman” of Hoithlewaulee gathered intelligence 

on her Redstick opponents and encouraged the National Council as well as Agent Hawkins to 

use that information to weaken them.22 

 If a close analysis of the Hoithlewaulee woman lays bare the purpose of her report to the 

Council, an examination of other Upper Creek women retrieves the method by which they 

acquired information on the Redsticks.  Along the Tallapoosa River valley, Creek women 

engineered networks of communication to gather and trade knowledge about the militants.  The 

communication nodes activated by these women during the Creek War are illuminated by a 

dispatch that Agent Hawkins received from a Creek man named Hoithleponiyau in August of 

1813.  Hoithleponiyau explained to the agent that the Redsticks had marked for death all who 

had “assisted the Chiefs” in implementing the Council’s executions earlier that spring.  He 

revealed that “My wife … informed me” of those Redstick “plans.”  She lived in Muccolossus, a 

Tallapoosa town, and received the information she reported to her husband “from a near female 

relative” of a Redstick leader who lived just downriver from her town.  Thus, the Muccolossus 

woman and the unknown relative of a Redstick constituted the basis for a vital dispatch to Agent 

Hawkins.  These women gathered, manipulated, and passed information about the Redstick 

movement to Creek men, such as Hoithleponiyau, and federal officials, such as Hawkins.23 

                                                             
 22 On intermarriage in the Native South, see LeMaster, Brothers Born of One Mother, 15-50. 

 23 Hoithleponiyau’s report on the Redsticks to Hawkins reads: “1st they were to put to death all 
who assisted the Chiefs to give satisfaction for the murders at Ohio. 2nd all the old Chiefs friendly to 

peace and those who refused to join the prophets, by this means to unite the nation in one opinion then 
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 As advocates of peace with the United States, Creek women along the Tallapoosa valley 

produced and controlled networks of information meant to counter Redstick resistance.  By 

alerting her husband to the Redstick agenda, Hoithleponiyau’s wife demonstrated an ability to 

oversee the flow of reliable information about the Redsticks in this area of Creek country.  

Harnessing vital knowledge about her opponents, she sought to protect Upper Creeks who had 

fallen in the crosshairs of the Redsticks for collaboration with the National Council and Agent 

Hawkins earlier in the year.  Circumstantial evidence indicates that she looked to save her 

husband from Redstick aggression.  When Hoithleponiyau shared his wife’s report with 

Hawkins, he revealed a connection with a major enemy of the Redsticks and thereby put himself 

in grave danger.  To obstruct the execution of her husband and that of other Upper Creeks, then, 

she assumed the role of informant within a communication artery she helped to generate in the 

Tallapoosa valley.24 

 The Muccolossus wife of Hoithleponiyau had positioned herself as a middleperson 

between her husband another Upper Creek woman.  The woman in question lived shortly 

downriver from Muccolossus and was a “near … relative” of an aging headman named Molton.  

He sympathized with the Redsticks and served the movement as a prophet.  He lived in a cluster 

of Upper Creek towns affiliated with the Alabama Creek ethno-linguistic group.  A nexus of 

Redstick influence, the Alabama towns nonetheless included dissenters, including Molton’s 

female relative.  The kinship tie between this woman and Molton is impossible to identify, but 

her status as a “near” relative indicates that she would have been a maternal relative, such as a 

                                                             
wait for Tecumseh.”  He was a Shawnee war leader.  During the War of 1812, he assembled a pan-Indian 

confederacy with his younger brother, Tenskwatawa, otherwise known as The Prophet.  See 

Hoithleponiyau to Hawkins, 8/14[?]/1813, location (?), enclosed in Hawkins to Mitchell, 8/17/1813, 

Creek Agency, in LBH, 2:655 (additional quotation marks deleted). 
 24 Hoithleponiyau to Hawkins, 8/14[?]/1813, enclosed in Hawkins to Mitchell, 8/17/1813, Creek 

Agency, in LBH, 2:655.  
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sister or niece.  She objected to Molton’s Redstick leadership and deemed the Redsticks a threat 

to her remaining clanspeople.  For these reasons, she coordinated with the Muccolossus wife in a 

fluid communication chain meant to weaken Redstick power and strengthen her non-Redstick 

kin.25 

 Like the Creek women who worked closely with federal and Council authorities, the 

Redstick women who opposed Hawkins and the Council leadership looked to shield clan persons 

from harm.  The Creek War disrupted the rhythms of agriculture in Creek country and produced 

famine among the Redsticks.  Exacerbating this food shortage was Agent Hawkins’ decision to 

cut off supplies of trade goods to Redstick adherents.  Redstick women met this dual emergency 

by locating, growing, and preparing food for their families, just as they had done long before 

contact with colonial powers.  In his foundational study of the Redstick movement, religious 

studies scholar Joel Martin argues that economic deprivation among the Redsticks prompted 

women affiliated with the movement to nourish their clans as Hōmpita haya or “food preparers.”  

Records from the late colonial period indicate that women filled this traditional task during the 

annual Green Corn Ceremony (poskitá).  This ritual celebrated a town’s corn harvest in the late 

summer and underscored women’s status as farmers.  In late July of 1759, for example, the 

Upper Creek town of Tuckabatchee staged the poskitá.  Amid the clamor, a British imperial 

official noted that “the Women [were about] to prepare Victuals for the Square [ground].”  The 

poskitá highlighted the linkage among women, food, and life.  Decades later, during the Creek 

                                                             
 25 Hoithleponiyau to Hawkins, 8/14[?]/1813, enclosed in Hawkins to Mitchell, 8/17/1813, in 
LBH, 2:655 (“near”).  Molton was a headman of the prominent Alabama town of Coosada in the colonial 

era.  Whether the Molton identified by Hoithleponiyau in 1813 was the same Alabama headman is 

unclear.  Molton also went by the name of Topalga, which may have been his war title.  For Topalga as a 

Small Medal Chief in the Treaty of Pensacola of 1765, see GFT, ed. Juricek, 273.  On division within the 
Redstick movement, see Collins, “‘A Packet from Canada,’” in Tohopeka, ed. Braund, 53-83.  On the 

term “near” as a strong indication of maternal ties, see Hahn, Invention, 214-215. 
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War, Redstick women similarly drew upon their role as food preparers and sought to nourish 

starving clanspeople.26 

 Like male leaders, women on both sides of the aisle leveraged ties of kin to navigate the 

dangers of the Creek War.  Violence between the Redsticks and the National Council bolstered 

women’s clan leadership, spurring them to adopt tactics meant to shape the male leadership.  

Previous wars between Creeks and non-Creeks always involved women, who tended to issue 

calls for retaliation against outsiders, including the Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Euro-American 

settlers.  Yet Creeks vied against each other in an unparalleled civil conflict that prompted Creek 

society to unravel.  In response, Creek women mobilized their social power to assert control over 

male kin.  To mitigate the risk of U.S. invasion, many Tallapoosa and Alabama women partnered 

together to obstruct Redstick activity and pursue a course of peace with the National Council and 

Agent Hawkins.  Likewise, Redstick women fed their kin and offered cultural support for the 

Redstick movement.  Whether they hid canoes, gathered intelligence, or procured food, women 

shaped the Creek War as they sought to ensure kinspeoples’ safety and well-being. 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
 26 Martin, Sacred Revolt, 145; Swanton, Creek Medicine, 614.  The minutes of a conference 
between Tuckabatchee headmen and British Superintendent Edmond Atkin include rare ethnographic 

insight into the role of women and food in eighteenth-century Creek society.  According to Atkin’s scribe, 

Tuckabatchee headmen gave “Orders . . . to the Women, to prepare Victuals for the Square; & to get 
ready to dance.”  The town’s poskitá for that year coincided with and reinforced a recent peace accord 

with Superintendent Atkin; see Document No. 2, 7/24/1759, p. 7, in Edmond Atkin to William Henry 

Lyttelton, 11/30/1759, box 13, William Henry Lyttelton papers, William L. Clements Library, The 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.  It should be noted that the headmen would not have ordered the 
women to prepare food.  Creek women exercised autonomy over agriculture and participated in the 

poskitá on their own terms. 
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 “Chatteeck, chu, fau, lee”: Halfway House, Town Partnership, and the Recruitment Campaign 

 If Creeks addressed civil conflict by policing clan interests, they also navigated this war 

by forging alliances across towns.  Since the collapse of the Mississippian chiefdoms and the 

formation of the Creek confederacy in the mid-to-late seventeenth century, Creek towns had 

been the building blocks of unity.  Town leaders banded together to accomplish an objective, and 

although these partnerships remained fluid and ephemeral, they allowed Creeks to adapt to new 

conditions raised by colonial expansion.  During the Creek War, intertown partnership survived 

as a crucial method by which Redstick and Council leaders campaigned for their cause.  Working 

from his town of “Chatteeck, chu, fau, lee” (Halfway House), Tame King enlarged the Redstick 

base and undermined the National Council.  While he recruited Lower Creek towns to the 

Redstick cause, Big Warrior failed to muster broad support.  By the summer of 1813, the 

National Council had been isolated.  Since political power in Creek society continued to rest 

upon towns as well as clans, townspeople who refused to work with Big Warrior amplified the 

marginalization of the Council.27 

 Tame King’s leadership captures the efficacy of cross-town partnerships.  Beginning with 

the American Revolutionary War (1775-1783), Tame King constructed alliances that united 

leaders from the Upper and Lower towns.  To garner trade goods from the Georgia rebels, for 

example, he met with and spoke on behalf of leaders from Okfuskee, Cusseta, and other towns 

whose inhabitants desired trade from the “eastern path” running from Okfuskee through the 

Lower Creek bloc and out to Augusta and Savannah.  Later, in the 1790s, Georgians defied 

                                                             
 27 On intertown partnership in the Native South, see Joshua A. Piker, Okfuskee: A Creek Indian 

Town in Colonial America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004); Bryan Rindfleisch, “‘Our 

Lands Are Our Life and Breath’: Coweta, Cusseta, and the Struggle for Creek Territory and Sovereignty 

during the American Revolution,” Ethnohistory 60:4 (Fall 2013): 581-603; LeMaster, Brothers Born of 
One Mother; and Haynes, Patrolling the Border, 5-6, 94-96.  For “Chatteeck, chu, fau, lee,” see Tame 

King to President Madison, 5/15/1811, “Indian talk” enclosed in LOSW, folder 1811, frame554. 
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Creek sovereignty by illegally settling west of the Creek-Georgia border along the Oconee River.  

This border had been mandated in 1790 by the U.S.-Creek Treaty of New York.  In response to 

settler incursion, Tame King led border raids on the newcomers’ communities.  Although an 

Upper Creek, he attacked Georgians in partnership with Lower Creek warriors who defended the 

Creek domain and gained war honors.  By the early nineteenth century, the aging headman had 

identified enemies closer to home: Upper Creek headmen such as Singer of Hickory Ground who 

sold a large tract of the Lower Creeks’ Oconee lands to Agent Hawkins in 1804.  The sale of 

Lower Creek lands to the U.S. by Upper Creeks generated division between the two regional 

blocs and convinced Tame King that the only headmen fit for rule in the National Council were 

those who toed the national line.  When he accepted a position in the Council as Upper Creek 

Speaker, he leveraged his political office in the attempt to heal factionalism between the Lower 

and Upper Creeks.28 

 At least twice in 1810, for example, Tame King hosted the National Council in Halfway 

House.  This small polity, which contained one hundred and ninety inhabitants on the eve of the 

nineteenth century, exercised strategic importance in the world of Creek town politics.  Nestled 

along Upahee Creek on a branch of the Tallapoosa River, the town was located between the 

Lower and Upper Creek regional blocs.  Spanish records name it the “Middle Town” of Creek 

society.  In this way, it symbolized the equality between the two Creek regions and gave Tame 

King a way to leverage the town for political capital.  Seeking to unite Lower and Upper Creek 

leaders, he ensured that his town’s site blurred the line between Lower and Upper Creek space, 

power, and interests.  At Halfway House, Creeks found common ground.29 

                                                             
 28 On Tame King’s promotion of “talwa autonomy” during the American Revolution, see Haynes, 

Patrolling the Border, 94-96. 
 29 For the Council assembling in Halfway House on February 8, 1810, see Hawkins to Eustis, 

2/14/1810, in LBH, 2:561.  “In the meeting of the National Council,” Hawkins wrote, “we had a long and 
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 In addition to serving as a national place-marker for Creeks, Halfway House provided a 

physical space for Creek peoples to fasten political and ceremonial ties.  These linkages are 

illuminated by variations on the Muskogee Creek term cuko (pronounced CH-uko), which 

translates to “house.”  For one, a “big house” (cuko fv-rakko) designated a council house, such as 

the one that would have existed in Halfway House, where Creek headmen gathered to discuss 

vital matters.  Muskogee Creek verbs with the root, cuko, refer to the act of visiting someone, 

which reflects Creek political and social norms of hospitality and fellowship.  Moreover, a cuko 

rakko (pronounced CH-uko THL-uco) invoked a ceremonial ground and uncovered the spiritual 

foundation of public affairs.  Other nouns unearth the blend of spirituality and politics structuring 

Creek public meetings.  For instance, a cuko vpikv is a member of the National Council or of a 

religious body.  Instead of a reflection of political and spiritual dichotomy, however, this term 

speaks to the long-established conflation between worldly and otherworldly leadership in Creek 

society.  During the Creek War, for example, Tame King exclaimed to a foe that he exercised 

“magic powers.”  Both a medicine man and Speaker, Tame King carried heft in Halfway House.  

His town promoted the spiritual and political power necessary to build Creek unity and rebuff 

U.S. expansion.30 

                                                             
interesting discussion” about the Federal Road.  Around October, headmen reconvened in Halfway 

House; see Hawkins to Edmund P. Gaines, 10/25/1810, in LBH, 2:575.  Spanish administrators conducted 
a census of the Creek towns in 1793 and reported 360 people living in “Chaglahache or Middle Town” 

(Halfway House).  The census is enclosed in Pedro Olivier to Governor Baron de Carondelet, 12/1/1793, 

in Spain in the Mississippi Valley, 1765-1794, Part III: Problems of Frontier Defense, 1792-1794, vol. 4, 
ed. Lawrence Kinnaird (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1946): 229-233, here 231.  

Hereafter cited as SMV, volume 4, page number(s). 

 30 Jack B. Martin and Margaret McKane Mauldin, A Dictionary of Creek/Muskogee (Lincoln, NE: 

University of Nebraska Press, 2000), 15-16.  The “c” in Muskogee Creek is pronounced like “ch” in 
church.  For “magic,” see “Talosee [i.e., Tallassee] Fixico, a runner from Tuckaubatchee” to Hawkins, 

7/5/1813, Creek Agency, in ASPIA, 1:847. 
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 It was from Halfway House that Tame King addressed his message to President James 

Madison in the spring of 1811 warning the Executive Branch that completion of the Federal 

Road augured conflict between Creeks and settlers.  Despite being Speaker for the Upper Creeks, 

Tame King communicated a broad defense of Creek lands.  Specifically, he objected to invasion 

by U.S. settlers and engineers, warning President Madison that the Road “would bring trouble on 

our Country.”  Intimating that Creek warriors intended to defend land at all costs, he invoked his 

authority as an elder and war leader, saying that “I am an old man and speaker for our warriors[.] 

when we find a thing will not be good for us we must say it will not do.”  He made no distinction 

between the two regional blocs, arguing that the Federal Road threatened to deprive all Creek 

warriors, “our warriors,” of the ability to provide for themselves and their loved ones.  Positioned 

at Halfway House, Tame King defended the Creek nation from the Americans and called upon 

Creeks to transcend regional divisions.31 

 During the Creek War, Tame King worked from Halfway House to recruit Lower Creeks 

to the largely Upper Creek Redstick movement.  In the late spring of 1813, he revived his town’s 

historic alliance with the Lower Creek town of Cusseta.  His goal involved raising support for 

the Redsticks in that town and other Lower towns along the middle section of the Chattahoochee 

River.  In late May or early June, he dispatched a message to Cusseta on behalf of the Redstick 

prophets affiliated with the Alabama towns at the confluence of the Tallapoosa, Coosa, and 

Alabama Rivers.  In it, he explained how the prophets had recently killed members of the 

Council’s police squad, including a Tuckabatchee headman named Tustunnuggee Hopoie, a 

participant in the springtime executions.  Tame King reasoned that otherworldly powers, not 

humans, had caused those deaths.  When Tustunnuggee Hopoie and other warriors arrived in the 

                                                             
 31 Tame King to President Madison, 5/15/1811, Halfway House, “Indian talk” enclosed in LOSW, 

folder 1811, frame555. 
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Alabama towns bearing a message from the Council denouncing the Redsticks, they stepped into 

a prophet’s magical circle and, as Tame King said, “were immediately seized with madness, and 

died.”  The Creek term haco (pronounced HA-cho) connotes a mad or crazy person who has 

been transfixed by otherworldly power.  Writing in the colonial era, a British trader observed that 

southern Indians deemed a mad person “criminal in any thing whatsoever.”  Afflicted, a mad 

person threatened the community’s well-being.  The Redsticks assumed and leveraged this 

power over Council members deemed as accommodationist, treacherous, and mad.  In this vein, 

Tame King diminished Redstick human agency to portray the movement favorably.32 

 Tame King’s account of the Redstick prophets’ powers is summarized in a report to 

Agent Hawkins from Tuckabatchee headman, translator, and National Council member, 

Alexander Cornells.  Cornells advanced peace with the United States beginning in the 1790s and 

was a staunch ally of Hawkins during the Creek War.  In mid-June 1813, Cornells met with the 

Cusseta townspeople to gauge their opinion on the Redsticks and, if necessary, shore up their 

loyalty to the Council.  During the meeting, they informed him that Tame King had addressed his 

account about the Redstick prophets not only to the town generally but also to Cusseta Mico 

specifically.  It is clear, then, that Tame King opened a channel of communication with a 

formerly allied town and intended to rally support there for the Redsticks.  Also, Tame King 

courted Lower Creek towns other than Cusseta.  Cornells learned, for example, that Tame King 

had “directed” Cusseta Mico to disseminate the account of Redstick prophecy to “all” the Lower 

towns “below” (or south) of Cusseta.33 

                                                             
 32 Alexander Cornells to Hawkins, 6/22/1813, Creek Agency, ASPIA, 1:846 (“immediately”); 

Martin and Mauldin, Dictionary, 46-47 (haco); James Adair, The History of the American Indians, ed. 

Kathryn E. Holland Braund (1775; repr., Tuscaloosa, AL: University of Alabama Press, 2005), 191 
(“criminal”). 

 33 Cornells to Hawkins, 6/22/1813, ASPIA, 1:846 (quotes). 
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 Many Cussetas responded favorably to Tame King’s call for recruitment.  When Cornells 

arrived in Cusseta in mid-June 1813, he noticed that some of the townspeople were “consulting 

in the woods; and, instead of aiding to suppress the prophets, seemed willing to apologize for” 

the violent “conduct” of the prophets.  Although Cornells assumed that a refusal to renounce the 

Redsticks constituted full support for them, these Cussetas did appear receptive to the prophets.  

By meeting “in the woods” beyond the town square ground, whose open space encouraged 

transparent debate between all townspeople, this group of Cussetas attempted to conceal their 

belief that the Redsticks harbored legitimate grievances against National Council headmen such 

as Cornells.  More conclusively, Cornells confirmed that Cusseta Mico transmitted Tame King’s 

talk to other, albeit unknown, Lower Creek towns along the Chattahoochee River.  By the 

summer of 1813, then, Tame King’s initiative and Cusseta Mico’s compliance had strengthened 

Redstick power beyond the Upper Creeks.34 

 By acting as a spokesperson for Tame King, Cusseta Mico endorsed the Redstick 

movement.  He displayed this sentiment by contributing no military support to the National 

Council.  When a war leader named “Tuskeenohau” of Cusseta left for Tuckabatchee “with his 

warriors” to defend the town from a planned Redstick siege, Cusseta Mico objected, refusing to 

“help the [Council] chiefs” in the endangered town.  Because of that decision, Tuskeenohau 

“reprimanded the [Cusseta] Micco for his pusillanimous conduct.”  Tuskeenohau’s criticism of 

Cusseta Mico reinforced the mico’s absence of support for both the National Council and Big 

                                                             
 34 Cornells to Hawkins, 6/22/1813, ASPIA, 1:846.  Council headmen in Tuckabatchee “ordered” 

Cornells to travel to Cusseta to discuss the town’s attitude towards the Redsticks.  By June 22, when 
Cornells authored this report with the assistance of a scribe, his meeting with the Cussetas had taken 

place.  
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Warrior, who lived in Tuckabatchee.  By discouraging warriors to come to Tuckabatchee’s aid, 

Cusseta Mico maintained his partnership with Tame King.35 

 With approximately nine-hundred inhabitants, Cusseta was the largest Creek town and 

could field some three hundred warriors.  Cusseta’s military strength was therefore considerable.  

As a result, Cusseta Mico’s refusal to assist Tuckabatchee against the Redstick siege depleted the 

number of warriors available to the Council.  This decision reflected Lower Creek towns’ 

erosion of confidence in the Council leadership.  As Agent Hawkins wrote Secretary of War 

John Armstrong, Jr., on June 27, “a scene of embarrassment … has developed itself suddenly 

among the Creek chiefs” in the Council.  To restore confidence, Big Warrior and the National 

Council assembled a cross-town partnership of their own to reverse Tame King’s influence 

among the Lower Creeks.  Cusseta Mico’s opponent, Tuskeenohau of Cusseta, and a Coweta 

headman named Atchau Haujo coordinated with Big Warrior.  To that end, they met with Tame 

King in Halfway House shortly before or on July 5.  On behalf of the Council, the emissaries 

carried a talk to Tame King attempting “to induce” him “to have the war sticks and projects 

thrown aside.”36 

 Tame King never flagged.  According to the Cusseta and Coweta emissaries, “the old 

man rejected” the Council’s peace overtures and “declared his determination to persevere until 

he destroyed all who aided and assisted” in the springtime executions of 1813.  He considered all 

Creeks who had participated in those killings “as people of the United States,” enemies 

                                                             
 35 Addendum, dated 6/23/1813, in Cornells’ 6/22/1813 report to Hawkins, ASPIA, 1:846. 
 36 For the population of “Casista” (Cusseta), see Olivier to Baron de Carondelet, 12/1/1793, in 

SMV, 4:232.  For quotes, see Hawkins to Armstrong, 6/27/1813, in ASPIA, 1:847 (“scene”); Tallassee 

Fixico to Hawkins, 7/5/1813, in ASPIA, 1:847 (“induce,” “war”).  Hawkins provided additional evidence 

supporting the Council’s bid to use Cusseta as a communication link with the Redsticks; see Hawkins “To 
Creek Chiefs who have taken the talks of the prophets,” 7/6/1813, enclosed in Hawkins to Armstrong, 

7/13/1813, Creek Agency, in LBH, 2:647. 
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influenced by the imperial hand of Agent Hawkins.  In his response to the Council emissaries, 

Tame King also shared the Redsticks’ determination to march east towards the Ogeechee River 

and push “the white people” back to the “sea coast.”  Aided by the “magic powers he possessed,” 

Tame King hoped “to crush the Americans” and their compromised Creek allies.37 

 The failure of the Council’s peace offering exposed an ongoing trend that prized 

collaboration, negotiation, and alliance-building across Creek towns.  By contacting Tame King, 

Big Warrior navigated the corridors of intertown relations.  Just as Tame King leaned on 

Halfway House’s historic relationship with Cusseta, so Big Warrior countered by allying with 

members of both Cusseta and Coweta.  Because towns remained a vital basis of political 

leadership, however, they shaped and diminished Big Warrior’s popularity as he struggled to 

earn approval.  Few Upper Creeks as well as Lower Creeks supported him.  For instance, 

Tuckabatchee headman and translator Alexander Cornells apprised Agent Hawkins in late June 

that seven of the towns “nearest [Tuckabatchee] refused to oppose the prophets.”  Like Cusseta 

Mico, these towns in the Tallapoosa valley endorsed the Redsticks and objected to the Council 

leadership.  Hawkins grumbled to Georgia Governor David B. Mitchell that despite having 

goaded the Council “to attack and destroy the prophets without delay[,]” the chiefs “seem not 

equal in their present state of alarm and confusion to such an enterprise.”  There was an 

insufficient number of townspeople willing to join the Council and quash the Redstick 

movement.38 

                                                             
 37 Tallassee Fixico of Tuckabatchee to Hawkins, 7/5/1813, in ASPIA, 1:847.  Hawkins provides 

additional evidence supporting the Council’s bid to use Cusseta as a communication link with the 

Redsticks; see Hawkins “To Creek Chiefs who have taken the talks of the prophets,” 7/6/1813, enclosed 

in Hawkins to Armstrong, 7/13/1813, Creek Agency, in LBH, 2:647. 
 38 Cornells to Hawkins, 6/22/1813, Creek Agency, ASPIA, 1:846 (“nearest”); Hawkins to 

Mitchell, 7/7/1813, Creek Agency, LBH, 2:644 (“attack,” “seem”). 
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 Capitalizing on the weakness of their enemies, some three-hundred and twenty Redsticks 

besieged Tuckabatchee on July 22, 1813.  The town had been fortified ahead of time and 

sheltered hundreds of women, children, and men.  Thirteen Redsticks perished during the week-

long siege.  No Creeks inside the palisaded town suffered death; only one sustained injuries.  The 

Redstick siege of Tuckabatchee hardened the division between Creek combatants.  On one hand, 

the National Council tolerated Agent Hawkins and his “plan of civilization.”  Benefitting from 

U.S. civilization policy, Big Warrior had amassed property in slaves, land, and roadside 

businesses.  His connections with federal officials stemmed from newfound wealth.  On the other 

hand, Tame King and other Redsticks contested these economic changes and sought to purge the 

Council of Big Warrior and other headmen who adjusted to the new economic order.  Yet as the 

Creek world shattered, a deep tradition of town-focused leadership endured.  Both Tame King 

and Big Warrior pursued agendas that clashed but whose success depended upon building 

support from Creek towns.  Tame King’s popularity allowed him to best his opponent in the 

ancient skill of cross-town partnership.  Creek townspeople expressed little interest in Big 

Warrior’s leadership.39 

 

“conquered towns”: American Invasion, Destroyed Towns, and Slain Relatives 

 On July 27, five days after Tuckabatchee repulsed the Redstick assault, sixty Redsticks 

made camp at Burnt Corn Creek in the southern portion of Mississippi Territory (Figure 2).  

They were several days’ travel from Spanish Pensacola, where they had failed to persuade 

                                                             
 39 The Redsticks attacked Tuckabatchee under the command of “Youholau Emaultau Haujo” of 

Autossee.  For details on the siege, see Hawkins to Armstrong, 7/28/1813, Creek Agency, LBH, 2:651; 

Hawkins to Mitchell, 7/7/1813, Creek Agency, LBH, 2:644; and Hawkins to Mitchell, 7/22/1813, “Capt. 

Carr’s,” LBH, 2:648.  Saunt, New Order; Haynes, Patrolling the Border.  In addition to besieging 
Tuckabatchee, the Redsticks planned to attack Coweta, a Lower Creek town where the Council met 

regularly; see Cornells to Hawkins, 6/22/1813, Creek Agency, ASPIA, 1:846. 
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Governor González Manrique to back the Redstick cause and launch a joint war against the U.S.  

Suddenly, in the afternoon, one-hundred and eighty militiamen from the nearby Tensaw District 

opened fire on the Redstick encampment.  The Tensaw assailants included white Americans and 

métis Creeks, who traced descent from European and Creek parentage.  Many of these métis had 

migrated from the Alabama Creek towns to the Tensaw in the late eighteenth century and 

developed an economy inspired by the “plan of civilization.”  Along with their white neighbors, 

they owned African American slaves and practiced a market-oriented lifestyle.  The Redsticks 

harbored a strong animus towards the Tensaw métis, deeming them cultural traitors, no better 

than National Council elites.  The Redsticks expressed no reservations about fighting the métis as 

well as whites at Burnt Corn Creek.  Indeed, they inflicted a stunning victory, killing about one 

hundred white and métis militiamen.  Only six Redsticks perished, although a “great many” were 

wounded.40 

 The Battle of Burnt Corn Creek set off a chain reaction that ended with the U.S. conquest 

of Creek country.  Robert G. Thrower, historic preservation officer for the Poarch Band of Creek 

Indians in Alabama, writes that Burnt Corn Creek was the “beginning of sorrows for the Creek 

Nation.”  Emboldened by victory and motivated by hatred for the métis, the Redsticks prepared 

to stage a counterstrike in Tensaw territory in August 1813.  For their part, the Tensaw 

                                                             
 40 For the Redstick embassy at Pensacola, see John Innerarity to James Innerarity, 7/27/1813, 
Pensacola, enclosed in Brigadier General Ferdinand L. Claiborne (of the Louisiana and Mississippi 

Territory Volunteers) to the Governor of Georgia, 8/14/1813, PLC, reel 19, pp. 249-256.  Elizabeth 

Howard West edited and translated parts of the enclosure.  See, too, Collins, “‘A Packet from Canada,’” 
63, 68-69; Martin, Sacred Revolt, 150-152.  For casualties at Burnt Corn Creek, see Martin, Sacred 

Revolt, 150-152 and Big Warrior to Hawkins, James Durouzeaux interpreting, 8/4/1813, “William 

McIntosh’s,” 9 P.M., in ASPIA, 1:851 (“great”).  On the Tensaw métis, see Waselkov, Conquering Spirit, 
47-48, 55.  The Creek settlement at the Tensaw moved away from the “traditional” town plan of the 

“nucleated village with adjacent communal fields.”  Instead, plantations there were “dispersed very 

widely,” with roaming livestock and abundant black slave labor.  No extant evidence demonstrates that 

this was a talwa since it had no mico, council, summer square ground, or winter council house.  Yet the 
Tensaw métis community resembled a talofa, a “daughter community of the Alabama talwas” (all quotes, 

p. 48). 
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inhabitants feared a reprisal from the Redsticks whose losses, albeit small, prompted calls for 

retaliation by grief-stricken families.  Sometime in early August, Redstick leaders learned that 

roughly four-hundred and forty American settlers, soldiers, and métis were holed up at Fort 

Mims in the Tensaw.  There, on August 30, some seven hundred and twenty-six Redsticks 

launched an attack led by tactician William Weatherford and a prophet named Paddy Walsh.  

After hours of fighting, the Redsticks had killed some two hundred and forty-seven people inside 

the fort.  It was a Pyrrhic victory for the Redsticks, who lost a devastating three hundred men or 

nearly half of the original attack force.  Still, Redstick leaders believed that the capture of Fort 

Mims had vindicated their cause.41  

                                                             
 41 Robert G. Thrower, “Causalities and Consequences of the Creek War: A Modern Creek 
Perspective,” in Tohopeka, ed. Braund, 10-29, here 16 (“sorrows”); Martin, Sacred Revolt, 156-157; 

Waselkov, Conquering Spirit, 127. 
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Figure 2.  Forts, Battles, and Destroyed Creek Towns during the Creek War.  The Creek civil war 

evolved into a war of conquest by the United States in September 1813.  The U.S. seized upon the Battle 

of Burnt Corn Creek and the Fort Mims Massacre as a pretext to invade Creek country and punish all 

Creeks whether hostile or friendly to America.  War between the U.S. and Creeks ended on August 9, 

1814 with the punitive Treaty of Fort Jackson.  This agreement resulted in a cession of Creek land 
totaling more than twenty-one million acres, which constituted the largest land cession by any Indian 

nation. 

 

Source: Tohopeka: Rethinking the Creek War and the War of 1812, ed. Braund, xiv  
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 The Fort Mims Massacre reverberated across the United States.  Newspapers across the 

nation exaggerated the death toll of the Fort Mims inhabitants with reports as high as four 

hundred or more slain by the Redsticks.  The propaganda slogan “Remember Fort Mims” 

became Americans’ rallying cry.  It blamed all Creeks, whether hostile or friendly to the U.S., 

for Fort Mims and charged them with conspiracy to kill whites indiscriminately on the frontier.  

Only a small portion of Creeks had participated in the August massacre, however, and the 

Redstick assailants had trained their sights primarily on the métis and secondarily on frontier 

whites.  Yet southern planters and politicians used the massacre to build support for a wholesale 

invasion of Creek society.  The purpose was to transform the Deep South into a slave-based 

economy following the expulsion of Creeks and other indigenous people whose continuing 

presence hampered American westward expansion into this region.  Tennessee, Georgia, and 

Mississippi Territory readied their troops in September 1813.  Major General Andrew Jackson 

served as commander of U.S. forces and oversaw his home state’s regiment in Tennessee.42 

 The Creek National Council responded to this frightening news by pledging peace with 

the United States.  A national coalition of eleven towns headed up the peace effort, including 

Coweta and Cusseta in the Lower Creek bloc and Tuckabatchee, Okchai, and Wewocau among 

the Upper Creeks.  Just as the Council had sued for peace with Tame King by partnering with 

Cusseta, so it pursued diplomacy with Agent Hawkins by forming a peace coalition drawn from 

town leaders across Creek country.  The threat of U.S. invasion prompted multiple towns to 

throw their support behind the Council, despite Big Warrior’s setbacks during the summer.  

Town leaders sought to convince the agent that most Creeks objected to the militant Redsticks, 

and they urged him to dissuade war hawks in the southern states from carrying out the planned 

                                                             
 42 Waselkov and Wood, “Creek War,” 6; Martin, Sacred Revolt, 151-152, 158; Waselkov, 

Conquering Spirit, 96. 
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invasion, fearing that federal and state soldiers would destroy innocent towns and kill innocent 

Creeks.  One member of the coalition was “Hoboheilthle Haujo” of Fish Ponds, an Upper Creek 

town located about thirty miles upstream from the Council headquarters in Tuckabatchee.  The 

headman addressed a message to the Redsticks and explained that most of his “towns people … 

are determined not to kill red or white people.”  He then forwarded the peace talk to Hawkins, 

demonstrating the Fish Pond people’s inclination to remain at peace with the U.S.  For its part, 

the Lower Creek town of Ouseechee hosted a meeting in mid-September 1813.  Attendees 

included the “Chiefs on Chattahochee and Flint river” who, as Hawkins notified Secretary of 

War Armstrong, declared “themselves unanimously friendly to the white people.”43 

 Despite these measures, federal and state military forces invaded Creek country with 

chilling ferocity.  Soldiers destroyed forty-three Upper Creek towns and talofas (out-settlements) 

in the heart of Redstick resistance from September 1813 to early May 1814.  During the same 

time frame, they also demolished more than one thousand Upper Creek houses.  In one day 

alone, on November 29, 1813, the invaders razed two hundred homes in Autossee and another 

two hundred in a refugee town “adjoining” it.  Still another two hundred houses met with the 

same fate one month later in the refugee town of Holy Ground (Ecunchate).  Refugees 

abandoned twelve additional towns and talofas between August 1813 and July 1814.  A 

manifestation of ethnic cleansing, this destruction laid bare America’s imperial ambitions, which 

                                                             
 43 Hawkins’ correspondence identifies eleven towns that formed the peace coalition.  For 

“[Coweta?] Tallahassee,” Coweta, Tuckabatchee, and Cusseta, see Hawkins to David B. Mitchell, 

9/6/1813, Creek Agency, in LJW, 2:660.  For Fish Ponds, Kialijee, and Eufaula, see Hawkins to John B. 
Floyd, 9/30/1813, Creek Agency, in LJW, 2:669.  For Ouseechee, Okchai, and Wewocau, see Hawkins to 

John Armstrong, 9/13/1813, Creek Agency, in LJW, 2:660.  For Aumucullee, see Hawkins to Mitchell, 

9/7/1812, Creek Agency, in LJW, 2:617.  For Hitchiti, see Hawkins to Eustis, 11/9/1812, Creek Agency, 

in LJW, 2:621.  Hoboheilthle Haujo’s talk is in Hawkins to Floyd, 10/4/1813, Creek Agency, in LBH, 
2:670.  For the Ouseechee meeting, see Hawkins to John Armstrong, 9/13/1813, Creek Agency, in LJW, 

2:660. 
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involved the erasure of an indigenous population from the Deep South.  Victims of repeated 

massacre at U.S. hands, hundreds of Creeks perished in a “total war.”44 

 The first “major battle and victory” for the U.S. took place in Tullushatchee, an Upper 

Creek town nestled on the upper Coosa River near Cherokee country.  There, on November 3, 

1813, U.S. forces under the command of General John Coffee killed all of the town’s Redsticks.  

Days later the Hillabees, in the midst of negotiations with General Jackson, were inexplicably 

mowed down in the Hillabee Massacre.  The Creek War culminated on March 27, 1814 with the 

Redstick defeat at the Battle of Tohopeka.  The Creek term for a horseshoe-like figure, Tohopeka 

referred to a wide bend in the upper Tallapoosa River that provided a natural defensive position 

to repel an invading force.  More than one thousand Redsticks strong were holed up at Tohopeka, 

but Jackson attacked with a superior force of fifteen hundred Americans and hundreds of Native 

auxiliaries, including five hundred Cherokees and one hundred allied Lower Creeks.  Jackson’s 

men overpowered the Redsticks.  Eight hundred Redstick men, or less than one-tenth of the total 

Creek population, had lost their lives by the afternoon.  Following the Redstick defeat, American 

forces obliterated twenty-one additional towns and talofas in clean-up operations between April 

11 and May 3.  By July, Upper Creek country had become a wasteland or, as Agent Hawkins 

reported, a landscape of “conquered towns.”  Hungry and defeated, some 8,200 Creek refugees 

flooded the Creek Agency along the Flint River with requests for rations.45 

 Basking in victory, General Jackson imposed a punitive treaty on the vanquished.  On 

August 9, 1814, Big Warrior and thirty-two other delegates signed the Treaty of Fort Jackson at 

                                                             
 44 Waselkov and Wood, “Creek War,” 10 (“total war”), 12-14 (Table 1.), 12 (“adjoining”), 20.  

Waselkov and Wood’s study remains the most important archaeological study of Creek towns during the 

Creek War.  For examples of massacre, see Martin, Sacred Revolt, 158-163. 

 45 Thrower, “Causalities,” in Tohopeka, ed. Braund, 22-23; Waselkov and Wood, “Creek War,” 
10, 13, 15; Martin, Sacred Revolt, 162-163.  For “conquered,” see Hawkins to Armstrong, 7/19/1814, 

Creek Agency, in LJW, 2:689. 
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the confluence of the Tallapoosa, Coosa, and Alabama Rivers.  The settlement justified 

America’s disproportionate military response to the Fort Mims Massacre and elided the recent 

destruction of Upper Creek country.  According to the preamble, the “unprovoked, inhuman, and 

sanguinary war, waged by the hostile Creeks against the United States, hath been repelled . . . 

successfully [by] the said States.”  Federal and state soldiers who had shattered the Redstick 

movement acted “in conformity with principles of national justice and honorable warfare.”  

While American warfare had been anything but “honorable,” the treaty advanced U.S. expansion 

and trafficked in imperial glory, arguing that the “conquest” of the Redsticks established U.S. 

suzerainty over all Creeks, whether they had been friendly or “hostile.”  Most importantly, 

Article One relinquished 21,086,793 million acres of Creek land in what became the largest land 

cession in American history.  The cession encompassed two-thirds of the Creek domain and 

carved out modern-day central Alabama, southern Georgia, and north Florida.  In return, Article 

Seven promised food and clothing to Creeks “reduced to extreme want” in the postwar months.46 

 Federal authorities negotiated this treaty under specious circumstances.  In June, two 

months before the signing, Tame King sustained unknown injuries as a prisoner at Fort Jackson.  

He died on the 12th and was buried just north of the fort.  Days before the signing, moreover, 

Agent Hawkins failed to specify the “line of conquest” to the National Council, prompting 

delegates to cede far more acreage than presumed in Article One.  Months after the U.S. Senate 

ratified the treaty, Big Warrior complained to the agent about Jackson’s aggressive quest to 

acquire Creek land.  During the late war, Jackson pressed Creeks for land but ignored Big 

                                                             
 46 Fort Jackson replaced the old French post, Fort Toulouse, at the convergence of the Coosa, 

Tallapoosa, and Alabama Rivers.  The “Treaty with the Creeks,” signed 8/9/1814, contained nine articles; 

see Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties, ed. Kappler, 2:107 (preamble, “conquest,” “hostile”), 109 

(“reduced”).  On Fort Jackson, see Hudson, Creek Paths, 116 (Map 3), 117; Braund, “Introduction,” in 
Tohopeka, ed. Braund, 6; and Waselkov, “Fort Jackson and the Aftermath,” in Tohopeka, ed. Braund, 

158-169, here 164 (figure 8.1). 
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Warrior’s suggestion allowing Council headmen to discuss a possible cession “in our own 

minds.”  Big Warrior had feared correctly that Jackson intended to blindside leaders with a treaty 

of land cession that secured American expansion at Creeks’ expense.  In addition, Big Warrior 

alleged that treaty negotiations had violated Council norms.  The “whole nation did not meet 

together to hear the treaty,” he argued; therefore, headmen had never reached a consensus 

approving the treaty.  Nor did Jackson host the conference in “a [Creek] town house” where 

leaders normally met to debate matters transparently and within community reach.  Rather, 

Jackson had forced Creek authorities to meet him “in the woods,” thereby stifling open debate 

between headmen and their communities.  For these reasons, Big Warrior denounced what he 

saw as a land grab.47 

 The controversial Treaty of Fort Jackson marked a turning point in the nineteenth-century 

Deep South.  It dramatically expanded Anglo-American freedom, while sharply curtailing Creek 

Indian sovereignty.  As settlers invaded lands confiscated by treaty, they brought slaves with 

them and purchased new ones from the New Orleans market and from networks spun by the 

fledgling interstate slave trade.  In this way, Fort Jackson fueled the rise of King Cotton, 

deepening white southerners’ commitment to chattel slavery and white supremacy.  The 

expansion of King Cotton in Georgia and Alabama (f. 1819) later sparked a chorus of southern 

politicians, editors, thinkers, and settlers demanding the removal of Creeks and other southern 

Indians from the region.  Calls for forcible relocation became more vociferous by the late 1820s 

and led to the passage of the Indian Removal Act in 1830.48 

                                                             
 47 Hawkins to Jackson, 8/6/1814, Fort Jackson, LBH, 2:691-693, 692 (“line”); “Journal of 

Occurrences,” Big Warrior to Hawkins, 9/18/1815, Tuckabatchee, LBH, 2:754-756 (“our,” “whole,” 

“town,” “woods”); Waselkov, “Fort Jackson and the Aftermath,” in Tohopeka, ed. Braund, 162. 
 48 Adam Rothman, Slave Country: American Expansion and the Origins of the Deep South 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2005); Tim Alan Garrison, The Legal Ideology of Removal: 
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 Like the white farmers and planters settling on Creek lands, Big Warrior trained his eye 

on the future.  He was among the wealthiest of Creek headmen and deeply entrenched in the 

changing economy of the early nineteenth-century Deep South.  Postwar records illuminate his 

wealth.  In 1815, he joined more than two hundred “Distressed” Creeks in submitting to the U.S. 

a damages claim, which amounted to $100,569.37½.  The figure represented the dollar amount 

of wealthy Creeks’ properties destroyed by the Redsticks or seized by invading U.S. forces 

during the late war.  Big Warrior alone lodged a claim for $26,048, slightly more than one-

quarter of the grand total.  While this staggering sum betrays the sharp inequality that had 

inspired the Redstick movement, it clarifies Big Warrior’s animus towards the Fort Jackson 

treaty.  Many of his properties fell victim to the land cession authorized by Article One.  

Precisely because a treaty of conquest stripped him of his wealth, he defended Creek sovereignty 

and the lands upon which that sovereignty rested.  He was incensed by a treaty that halved Creek 

country and robbed Creeks of natural resources, impeding their participation in regional and 

more trans-Atlantic economic networks.  In protest, Big Warrior no longer cooperated with 

federal officials and refused to appoint men to assist American surveyors in running the line of 

conquest between the southern states and the remaining Creek domain.49 

 Big Warrior’s intransigence brings our story full circle.  His leadership remained 

committed to the familiar categories of town and clan membership that inspired him at the outset 

of the Creek War.  During one postwar conversation with Agent Hawkins, he lamented the 

                                                             
The Southern Judiciary and the Sovereignty of Native American Nations (Athens, GA: University of 
Georgia Press, 2002). 

 49 For the “claim against the Hostile [Redstick] Indians” submitted by Creeks to the federal 

government, see Assistant Agent Christian Limbaugh to Agent Hawkins, 8/9/1815, in Secretary Of War, 

Letters Received, 1815, Letters Sent/Received by the Secretary of War Relating to Indian Affairs, 1800-
1824 (U.S. National Archives, Archives Unbound), p. 15 (Big Warrior); Hudson, Creek Paths, 120; 

Ethridge, Creek Country, 241. 
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destruction of Redstick towns and the deaths of Redstick “relations.”  Never had the Creeks 

experienced the sort of disruption occasioned by the Creek War.  To protect remaining Creek 

towns and clans, Big Warrior revived his vision for intertribal unity.  Like Singer of Hickory 

Ground, he believed that the Creeks, Cherokees, Choctaws, and Chickasaws must partner across 

tribal lines and present a unified face towards the U.S.  He told the agent during a National 

Council meeting in 1815 that Creek “law” nullified the article of land cession in the Treaty of 

Fort Jackson.  He was referring to a policy known as the Hickory Ground Resolution.  Passed by 

the National Council years earlier, in 1803, it required Creeks to consult with other southern 

Indian headmen before consenting to land cessions with federal authorities.  Since Jackson had 

ignored Council law and protocol, Big Warrior deemed the treaty illegal.  The headman’s protest 

extended an alternative vision that promoted the ongoing sovereignty and land ownership of 

southern Indian peoples.  The destruction of towns and clans in the Creek world did not 

guarantee the erasure of Creek sovereignty.50 

 

 The early nineteenth century was an era of profound change for Native southerners and 

especially the Creek Indians.  A combination of economic want, class division, and elites’ 

assumption of power over communities in Creek country sparked a revitalization movement 

among the Upper Creeks and, to some degree, the Lower Creeks.  The Redstick prophets who 

spearheaded it argued that the cause of these social ills rested with Hawkins’ “plan of 

civilization” and reputedly accommodationist chiefs such as Big Warrior who benefited from it.  

The Redsticks called for the excision of white interlopers, including Hawkins and Indian 

countrymen, and U.S.-friendly Creek chiefs who appeared to privilege U.S. interests at Creeks’ 

                                                             
 50 Hawkins, journal entry, in LBH 2:783 (“relations”); “Journal of Occurrences,” Big Warrior to 

Hawkins, 9/18/1815, in LBH, 2:756 (“law”). 
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expense.  Despite the rift between Redsticks and Council-affiliated Creeks, Creek leadership 

remained absorbed by persistent group identities bound up in the town and the clan.51 

Tame King and Big Warrior capture the bottom-up pressures exerted by unranked men 

and women who championed kin and town interests.  Both sought to defend clans from U.S. 

settlers, and both worked through Creek towns to advance an agenda.  Large groups of 

townspeople conditioned the leadership, demonstrating favor for Tame King and communicating 

an anti-Council stance.  For their part, women assisted leaders on both sides in ways meant to 

nourish clan kin.  The U.S. invasion of Creek country in the fall of 1813 did not diminish 

women’s and men’s contributions to the Redsticks or the Council.  Rather, the rank-and-file 

shaped the leadership and helped condition the ebb and flow of violence in Creek society.  

Following Redsticks’ defeat, Big Warrior continued to frame his speeches to Agent Hawkins in 

the context of clans and towns.  The power he exercised nationally remained subject to approval 

by Creeks locally. 

                                                             
51 Waselkov, Conquering Spirit; Nooe, “Common Justice”; and Braund, “Introduction,” in 

Tohopeka, ed. Braund, 4-5. 


